DIRECTORY

International House

SPRING SEMESTER
1964
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University of California
Berkeley
This directory has been prepared at the suggestion of student residents and is exclusively for their use. Extra copies are therefore not available for distribution or sale to the public.

International House in former years issued only a spring semester directory of home addresses. By adding personal photographs and by advancing the date of publication it is hoped that the interests of the residents will be better served, and that opportunities for friendships and exchange of ideas will be even greater than before.

This edition, which includes residents entering the House in the spring semester, supplements the Fall Directory.

Program Staff
March, 1964

International House on the Berkeley campus was established in 1930 through the generosity of John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who donated funds to the University for the purchase of land and for the erection of a building to be used as a residential and social center for foreign and American students. It was the goal of the founders that students of all nationalities might live together under the same roof, and learn to know one another in an environment of mutual understanding and respect.

This semester International House serves as a host to more than 500 residents and 300 non-resident members representing more than seventy countries of the world and forty states of the U.S.A.
International House Council
Spring, 1964

Residents

ALI, Abdul Hamed
KUWAIT

AL-SAAB, Ali Khebra
KUWAIT

AL-TAILJI, Han
KUWAIT

ARRETT, Bruce Earl
California, USA

BENDER, Edward Lindley
California, USA

BLAIR, Karl Anthony
California, USA

BOYER, Elizabeth R.D.
Colorado, USA

BOZMAN, Barbara Ruth
Colorado, USA

BRADLEY, Barbara Ann
Georgia, USA

BURREN, James Joseph
Indiana, USA

CHASE, Howard Wayne
Texas, USA

COWELL, Paul Hampton
New Jersey, USA

COTHROE, Susan
California, USA

CRAGO, Hedwin Beryl
California, USA

DAVARPARAN, Hormoz
IRAN

DAVIS, Stephen Leonard
California, USA

DAVIS, Wayne Kent
Missouri, USA

DE MEYERS, Margaret Turner
California, USA

DEAS, Carlos Alberto
BRASIL

DIOEP, Ousmane
GUINEA

STANISIEW: Irshad Ahmad, Pakistan; Yvonne Fields, USA; Mentel Georgi, Oman; Sture Dewing, USA; Hele Sherry, Lebanon; Johannes Born, Austria; Betty Hoy, USA; Muni C. Currier, 1930; Peter Eicker, Germany; Frank Berry, Great Britain; Phyllis McLeod, USA (Japan's Council Chairman); Tsuneo Seto, Japan; John Neilly, Australia

SAKED: K. V. Redi, India; Pekka Pitmanen, Finland (Finance Committee Chairman); Gloria Saltman, USA (Vice- President); Steve Garland, USA (President); Harriet Grost, USA (Secretary); F. Somayda, India (Representative-in-Staff); Fernando del Rio, Mexico

NOT IN PICUTURE: Buyish Xieu-Dung, Vietnam; Dick Williams, England
Pumpkin Carving Party

Relaxing in the Great Hall

Fatsi Sunshine

I-House Soccer Game

Mischief in Tilden Park

Musical in Blended Room

Home Addresses

Kuwait

AL-SABAH, Ali Al-Ahmad; Civil Engineering
P.O. Box 9406, Kuwait City

AL-TAILA, Ali; Physics
P.O. Box 109, Kuwait City

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR POLITICAL SCIENCE,
1578-15th Avenue, San Francisco 12, California

BRENNER, Edward; Anthropology
3140 Johnson St., La Jolla, California

BRIGGS, Lois Barke; History
991 S. Yates, Chicago, Illinois

BRENNER, Mark; History
1148 S. Gramercy Rd., Los Angeles 3, California

BROWN, Elizabeth Beth; Dentistry
International Relations
309 East 177th Street, Pueblo, Colorado

Bonacci, Rosemary; History (Graduate)
197 Park Street, Denver 5, Colorado

BRAZIL, Barbara Ann; Public Health
217 E. Third Street, Rome, Georgia

BROWN, James; Chemistry
701 Indiana Avenue, Mishawaka, Indiana

BRAUNER, Howard; Anthropology
P.O. Box 404, Santa, Texas

Cruz, Jui-Fat; Engineering Physics
24th Chan Street, 2nd Floor, Lawton, Texas

CHRISTENSEN, Mark; Philosophy
25 Napa Ct., Valnet Creek, California

CORNEIL, Paul; Anatomy
3411 Eichman Co., Short Hills, New Jersey

COTTRELL, Susan; English
4365 Jewell Street, San Diego, California

CRAB, Robin; Psychology
231 Jean Drive, Santa Rosa, California

CAYANJE, Norman; Electrical Engineering
1333 1st St., Santa Cruz, California

DAVIS, Stephen Leonard; Electrophysiology
17 Yale Road, Harvard, California

DAVIS, Wayne; History
3100 E. 57th Street, Kansas City 2, Missouri

K. K. YEAP, Margaret; Counseling Psychology
1701 Constance Avenue, Los Angeles 20, California

REAS, Carlos Alberto; Geophysics
Visconde de Piraj6, 357, Guaianas, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

SDEP, Oswaldo; Statistics
4772 Burg, Kadalai Paniy, a Singarpury

BONHAM, Christopher Bruce; Anthropology
3411 Yorkliffe Road, Pasadena, California

BARNES, James Paul; Landscape Architecture
5737 Panges Way, Castro Valley, California

BARBER, W. L.; M. S.
Shake Dabby, Indiana (a/c J. R. Navak, Namakkal)

BRAUNER, Camille; Parasitology
1331 Sanchez Street, San Francisco 14, California

BRENNER, Mark; History
309 East 177th Street, Pueblo, Colorado

GALLAGHER, Nancy Elizabeth; Microbiology-Public Health
723 Spring Street, Berkeley 7, California

GAYAZA, N. Ali; English Language/Art
2501 Nena Way, Los Altos, California

GIL, Quishter; English, Industrial Engineering
355 Hotel Tower, Chandigarh, Punjab, India
NYHED, Nancy Robert; Social Welfare
Box 60, Happy Jack, Arizona, USA
SAITAMA, Satoshi; Journalism
1117 1-Chome, Nihonbashi, Tokyo, Japan
SAYERS, Peter Anthony; Law
Knoxville, Tennessee, USA
SOBEY, Ralph Herwood; History
556 W 7th Street, San Francisco, California, USA
SOMER, Patricia Ann; Librarianship
107 Second Street, Mountain View, Wisconsin, USA
SKEIKE, Takashi; Transportation Engineering
6-12 Kitsukawa, Urawa City, Saitama-ken, Japan
SHAH, Fakhry G.; Industrial Engineering
4640 N Western Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois, USA
SIDA, Florence Yang-Lan; Political Science
#2, Lane 31, Chin Hsi Ch. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan
SILVER, Betty Marlene; History
2501 Copley, Chicago, Illinois, USA
SOMMEUX, Pierre-Robert; Metallurgy
Ponchon, France, Dijon, France
STEEL, F. Robert; Librarianship
845 West State Street, Dayton 7, Ohio, USA
STEDEL, David Albert; Botany
396 South Blvd., Pasadena, California, USA
SUO, Masaaki; Business Administration
857 Mabuchi M., P.O. Box 178, Nago, Okinawa, Japan
THOMSON, Christopher; Community Development
200 S. Wachesaw, Forest City, North Carolina, USA
TORRES, Louis Peter; Chemistry
1754 - 54th Street, Brooklyn, New York, USA
TSE, Yuk Sing; Chemical Engineering
954 Tang House, Shatin, N.T., Hong Kong, USA
TUTT, Barry Cal-Tex; Journalism
22 La Salle Road, IB, Singapore, Singapore
UPADHYAY, Rajeendra Nath; Petroleum Engineering
J. I. I. University, Calcutta, West Bengal, India
USHIO, Kunitaka; Economics
University of the Philippines, Baclaran, Manila, Philippines
VAN KOOY, Theartoys M. A. P.; Anthropology
Department of Geography, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA
VAN WAGENEN, Albert; Art History
425 56th Avenue, San Mateo, California, USA
VANWITKUS, Morris; Plant Pathology
36 West Street, Middleburg, New York, USA
VANCOFFER, Hugh Geoffrey Bater; Community Development
1150 North Main Street, Salisbury, North Carolina, USA
VASSEY, Richard; Geology
315 South State Avenue, Santa Ana, California, USA
WEISS, David Handel; Mathematics
2777 Massachusetts Avenue, Brookline, Massachusetts, USA
WILLIAMS, Elaine Carol; Psychology
109 West 10th Street, Parkville, Missouri, USA
WILKERSON, Janis Michelle; History
1301 S. Carondelet Avenue, Los Angeles, California, USA
WILSON, Robert Douglas; Music
425 Pleasant Hill Road, Pleasant Hill, California, USA
YAFFEE, Gerald; Finance (Business Administration)
1108 Grove Drive, Palos Verdes, CA, USA